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INTRODUCTION

¶1 The City of Chicago has our nation’s most “extensive and integrated” network of government video surveillance cameras, according to former U.S. Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff.1 The City probably has access to somewhere between 10,000 and 20,000 publicly and privately owned surveillance cameras. In downtown Chicago, virtually every segment of the public way is under constant video surveillance. These cameras have powers that greatly exceed ordinary powers of human observation, including automatic tracking of cars, and magnification of small objects at great distances.

¶2 In February 2011, the American Civil Liberties Union of Illinois (ACLU) published the first large-scale, independent analysis regarding this growing threat to our privacy. The ACLU report called for a moratorium on the expansion of Chicago’s camera system, pending a thorough and open review of this system, including inquiry into whether to remove any cameras. The ACLU report also proposed new privacy rules for all cameras. Most importantly, the ACLU sought a criminal predicate before targeting any particular civilians: reasonable suspicion to aim a camera at protesters, leafleters, and the like; reasonable suspicion to magnify anyone; and probable cause to automatically track anyone in their car.2

¶3 Subsequently, a new Chicago police written policy adopted two of the ACLU’s proposed camera rules. First, officers may only use the cameras to monitor areas “where no legally protected reasonable expectation of privacy exists.”3 Second, officers may not base “the use of video enhancement or tracking capabilities on individual characteristics” such as race or national origin.4

¶4 Unfortunately, in the year since the ACLU published its report, the situation has not otherwise improved. Chicago has not adopted the ACLU’s core proposals regarding a criminal predicate for automatic vehicular tracking or magnification. Moreover, the City

---

* Senior Staff Counsel, American Civil Liberties Union of Illinois
1 Don Babwin, Cameras Make Chicago Most Closely Watched U.S. City, ASSOC. PRESS, Apr. 6, 2010.
3 ACLU camera report, supra note 2, at 5, 23.
4 ACLU camera report, supra note 2, at 4-5, 22-23; Chicago Police Department General Order G03-05 (eff. Feb. 22, 2012) at Parts II(B)(3) & (4).
has installed thousands of new cameras, and announced plans to install even more. Further, a new City ordinance granted the Mayor new power to purchase and install cameras absent City Council approval or review. Also, the Illinois General Assembly failed to enact a bill that would have required state and local government to disclose their total numbers of cameras.

Part I of this article describes the ubiquity, integration, and technological power of Chicago’s video surveillance camera system. Part II discusses the lack of government transparency regarding that system.

Part III sets forth the civil liberties dangers posed by Chicago’s video surveillance cameras. Most disturbingly, the unregulated use of these cameras can violate our privacy: if the government systematically monitors where we are in public places, the government will learn who we are. Reasonable people do not expect government officials to monitor whether they are entering a political or union meeting, viewing a controversial movie or art exhibit, visiting a psychiatrist or a fertility clinic or a plastic surgeon, attending church or mosque or synagogue, distributing leaflets, or meeting a criminal defense attorney. Video surveillance cameras are just one part of a larger surveillance infrastructure that empowers the government, if it chooses, to turn all of our lives into open books for official scrutiny. Moreover, government surveillance cameras chill and deter free speech and assembly, can be misused by government employees, and squander scarce law enforcement resources.

Part IV responds to the assertion that Chicago’s surveillance cameras make us safer. Part V explains the ACLU’s proposed privacy safeguards. Part VI briefly addresses the City’s separate red light and speeding cameras.

I. Chicago’s Surveillance Camera System

Chicago’s system of video surveillance cameras has three critical features: their vast numbers, their tight integration, and their powerful abilities to gather and analyze information. Together, these features empower City government to monitor anyone automatically, quickly, easily, inexpensively, and surreptitiously, in all public places and at all times.

A. Vast Numbers

When the ACLU published its February 2011 report, the best estimate was that the City of Chicago owned or had access to 10,000 cameras. Many Chicago agencies own and operate cameras directed at the public way, including the Police Department, the Transit Authority, the Public Schools, the Park District, the Housing Authority, the O’Hare and Midway airports, McCormick Place and Navy Pier, and Millennium Park. Moreover, Chicago has emergency access to many privately owned cameras aimed at the public way.5

Since then, many cameras have been added to Chicago’s network. The Transit Authority added 1,700 cameras during the second half of 2011.6 The Police Department

---

5 ACLU camera report, supra note 2, at 9-10.
added hundreds of new “police observation devices,” or “PODs,” which are the flashing blue light cameras perhaps best known by the general public.\(^7\) The Public Schools added scores of state-of-the-art cameras, and have plans to add hundreds more.\(^8\) The City obtained access to non-City cameras operated by the Board of Trade, the Federal Reserve, and the AT&T switching center.\(^9\)

In September 2011, a Chicago police executive stated that the City has access to 15,000 cameras.\(^10\) In February 2012, a Chicago 911 Center official stated that the City has access to 20,000 cameras.\(^11\)

How many cameras are enough? Chicago’s prior Mayor, Richard M. Daley, stated that he wanted a “camera on every corner” of the City.\(^12\) As to Chicago’s current Mayor:

When Mayor Emanuel was asked [at the November 2011 announcement of 1,700 new transit cameras] if there could be a point at which there might be too many cameras, he said, “I measure it not that way, not too many. I measure it, are we giving people the assurance that they need?”\(^13\)

B. Tight Integration

All of Chicago’s various surveillance cameras, and many cameras of other public and private bodies, are tightly integrated into one system, known as “Operation Virtual Shield.”\(^14\) This camera network is managed by the Chicago Office of Emergency Management and Communication (“OEMC”), which is sometimes called “the 911 Center.”\(^15\) The OEMC has a command center where all the cameras can be monitored. Also, Chicago police officers can view and operate the cameras at their department’s headquarters, at local precinct station houses, and on computers in certain squad cars.\(^16\)

---

\(^7\) See Clearmap: Crime Incidents, CHICAGO POLICE DEPT. http://gis.chicagopolice.org/website/clearMap/viewer.htm. On June 28, 2010, this site listed fewer than 1,300 PODs. On April 25, 2012, it listed more than 1,500 PODs.


\(^10\) Not All Residents Think Police Cameras are Deterring Criminals, CBS, Sept. 16, 2011 (Jonathan Lewin, Commander of the CPD Information Services Division, stating, in response a resident’s complaint that a neighborhood camera was not effective at deterring crime: “With 15,000 cameras, this is one of many, and there are not 15,000 people watching them.”), available at http://chicago.cbslocal.com/2011/09/16/not-all-residents-think-police-cameras-are-deterring-criminals/.


\(^12\) Fran Spielman, Chicago Mayor Wants Cameras on Every Corner, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Mar. 14, 2009. See also id. (one of Mayor Daley’s OEMC Directors, Ray Orozco, stating: “We’re going to grow the system until we eventually cover one end of the city to the other.”); Daley: By 2016, Cameras on “Almost Every Block”, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Oct. 12, 2006.


\(^14\) ACLU camera report, supra note 2, at 10.

\(^15\) Id.

\(^16\) Id.
C. Powerful Technologies

¶14 Chicago’s surveillance cameras have numerous technological powers that dramatically increase the ability of the government to watch the public.

¶15 First, Chicago’s camera system can automatically track cars. That is, the system can automatically search for the image of a particular car, and then automatically track its movements, following the car out of the range of one camera and into the range of the next. This power, combined with the great density of cameras in downtown Chicago, is demonstrated by the police investigation of the 2009 gunshot death of the former school board president under a downtown bridge. The police watched his car, automatically jumping from one camera to the next, and thereby determined that he was alone, and thus that his death was a suicide. This system could be used to track any or all of our vehicular movements.17

¶16 Second, many of Chicago’s cameras have the power to magnify—or to zoom in—to clearly see small objects from great distances.18

¶17 Third, the City of Chicago has sought facial recognition technology for its camera system. Facial recognition uses computer software to reduce pictures of faces to a set of measurements, such as nose length, and then uses the measurements to find a match in a face-shot database.19 In May 2010, when the City announced its plan to install thousands of new transit cameras: “CTA officials said the cameras would be capable of facial recognition and would be linked real-time to . . . the city’s 911 Center.”20 Likewise, a “technology update” prepared by a Chicago police executive states that the City’s “camera implementation plan” includes the need to “add analytics” for “facial recognition.”21 In February 2011, when the City publicly responded to the ACLU’s camera report, it stated that its cameras do not now have facial recognition,22 but the City has not stated whether it is still seeking facial recognition.

II. THE ABSENCE OF TRANSPARENCY

¶18 Under Chicago’s prior Mayor, Richard Daley, there was very little transparency regarding the City’s video surveillance camera system. For example, when the ACLU sent a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the City regarding its camera system, the City refused to state whether there had been any alleged misuse of the cameras, and did not disclose any electronic data regarding the cameras’ alleged effectiveness. Likewise, there was no public information available regarding the total

---

17 Id. at 11.
18 Id.
20 All CTA Stations to Have Cameras by End of May, CBS 2 Chicago, May 21, 2010.
21 Jonathan Lewin (Commander of the CPD Information Services Division), Technology Update, Frame #87, http://www.scribd.com/doc/24309724/Chicago-CLEAR-Tech-Update-Pervasive-Surveillance. See also id. at Frames #122, #131 (further discussing the future role of facial recognition in Chicago’s camera system).
number of cameras, the location of most cameras, the total amount of money spent on the cameras, and the sources of that money. Moreover, the City repeatedly failed to respond to the ACLU’s requests for permission to visit the OEMC’s operations center, and repeatedly failed to respond to the ACLU’s letters proposing new regulations.23

As a Mayoral candidate, Rahm Emanuel supported more transparency about Chicago’s cameras. In February 2011, responding to a question about the ACLU camera report, he stated: “The city has an obligation for a level of trust between those who provide public safety to the public, which means more transparency and information about those cameras.”24

However, Mayor Emanuel proposed and obtained an ordinance giving him blanket power, during the first half of 2012, “to execute agreements with public and private entities for goods, work, or services regarding planning, security, logistics, and other aspects of hosting” the NATO summit in May 2012.25 Among other things, this ordinance allowed the Mayor to purchase and deploy new surveillance cameras without any approval from, or even notice to, the City Council. Previously, there had been some reporting by the Mayor to the City Council regarding camera purchases.26 The ACLU unsuccessfully advocated against this ordinance.27

Another setback for camera transparency took place in the Illinois General Assembly in 2011. The ACLU advocated for a bill that would have required every government agency that operates or has access to outdoor or transit surveillance cameras to annually disclose their total number of cameras, and any camera privacy policies. Also, a state agency would have been required to publicly post this information on its website. The bill unanimously passed both legislative chambers. Unfortunately, the Governor issued an amendatory veto with recommendations for change; the bill’s sponsor was barred from moving to concur in those changes, because a legislative committee determined that those changes altered the legislative scheme; the bill’s sponsor instead moved to override the amendatory veto; but that override was opposed by executive agencies, and ultimately there was no override vote. Hopefully a similar bill will be enacted in the future.28

---

23 ACLU camera report, supra note 2, at 7, 12.
III. CIVIL LIBERTIES PROBLEMS

Chicago’s ubiquitous, integrated, and technologically powerful video surveillance camera system can invade our privacy, chill and deter freedom of speech and association, be misused by government employees, and squander scarce law enforcement resources.

A. Privacy

The personal habits of daily life are often carried out on our public streets and sidewalks. More primitive camera systems tracked only how some people spent some of their time in some public places. But Chicago’s cutting-edge camera system empowers City government, if it chooses, to track how any or all people spend all of their time in all public places. Without proper regulation, each of us must wonder whether the government is watching and recording us when we walk into a book store, a political meeting, or a psychiatrist’s office.

Chicago’s surveillance cameras are just one of many tools now used by government to scrutinize what we are doing in public places. For example, the District of Columbia has built a network of hundreds of automatic license plate readers that captures the movements of millions of cars, and archives all of that location information for years, all in the absence of any criminal predicate. Likewise, hundreds of police departments nationwide learn our whereabouts by seizing cell phone records, often with no judicial oversight, showing the geographic position of our cell phones in relation to cell phone towers. Automated location tracking is just one part of a growing culture of government surveillance, which includes police fusion centers that mine vast databases of our sensitive personal information, and expanding police powers to seize our financial and communications records. Taken together, these government surveillance powers, if unregulated, would allow government to know what all of us are doing all the time, and with whom.

Fortunately, the U.S. Supreme Court earlier this year issued a groundbreaking decision regarding automated government tracking of our movements in public places. In United States v. Jones, the Court unanimously held that the police performed a search, triggering Fourth Amendment protections, when they placed a global position system (“GPS”) device on a suspect’s car, and used that device to monitor the car’s movements for 28 days. The Court left many questions unanswered, including whether such a search requires a warrant, and whether other kinds of automated location tracking also

comprise a search. On the whole, however, the Jones decision is an important step forward for privacy.

¶26 Justice Sotomayor’s concurring opinion in Jones contains a forceful explanation of how unchecked government use of GPS devices threatens our privacy:

GPS monitoring generates a precise, comprehensive record of a person’s public movements that reflects a wealth of detail about her familial, political, professional, religious, and sexual associations. . . . The Government can store such records and efficiently mine them for information years into the future. . . . And because GPS monitoring is cheap in comparison to conventional surveillance techniques and, by design, proceeds surreptitiously, it evades the ordinary checks that constrain abusive law enforcement practices: limited police resources and community hostility. . . .

Awareness that the Government may be watching chills associational and expressive freedoms. And the Government’s unrestrained power to assemble data that reveal private aspects of identity is susceptible to abuse. The net result is that GPS monitoring – by making available at a relatively low cost such a substantial quantum of intimate information about any person whom the Government, in its unfettered discretion, chooses to track – may alter the relationship between citizen and government in a way that is inimical to democratic society.32

Justice Sotomayor’s warning is equally true of automated location tracking by means of government surveillance camera systems like those in Chicago.

B. Freedom of Speech and Association

¶27 Chicago has a long history of unlawful political spying.33 From the 1920s through the 1970s, the notorious police “Red Squad” infiltrated and maintained dossiers about thousands of law-abiding individuals and groups. The ACLU and other groups sued, and eventually settled with the City. That agreement regulated the City’s collection of information about people based on their First Amendment activity, such as joining a civil rights group or marching in a parade. Unfortunately, these regulations were lightened in 2001, and lifted in 2009.

¶28 Today, Chicago does not meaningfully limit when its police officers may collect information about lawful speech and association. For example, the City allows police to video record activities protected by the First Amendment—even marching in a political demonstration—so long as a supervisor believes there is a “proper law enforcement

32 Id. at 955-56 (citations and internal quotations omitted). Accord United States v. Maynard, 615 F.3d 544, 562 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (Ginsberg, J.) (“A person who knows all of another’s travels can deduce whether he is a weekly church goer, a heavy drinker, a regular at the gym, an unfaithful husband, an outpatient receiving medical treatment, an associate of particular individuals or political groups – and not just one such fact about a person, but all such facts.”); United States v. Pineda-Moreno, 617 F.3d 1120, 1126 (9th Cir. 2010) (Kozinski, J., dissenting from the denial of rehearing en banc) (“[T]here’s no hiding from the all-seeing network of GPS satellites that hover overhead, which never sleep, never blink, never get confused and never lose attention. . . . [T]he two technologies alone [GPS and cell phone tracking] can provide law enforcement with a swift, efficient, silent, invisible and cheap way of tracking the movements of virtually anyone and everyone they choose.”).

33 See Alliance to End Repression v. City of Chicago, 237 F.3d 799, 801 (7th Cir. 2001).
That standard is excessively nebulous and difficult to monitor. Moreover, the City requires video recordings of First Amendment activity to be retained for at least 60 days, and allows such recordings to be retained even longer. Further, police supervisors may approve the audio recording of First Amendment activities—though fortunately, the City’s current system of fixed surveillance cameras apparently lacks the technological capacity to capture audio.

Given the vast, integrated, and powerful nature of Chicago’s surveillance camera system, and the City’s history of abusive political spying, many people will be afraid to join in First Amendment activity in public places, because they fear they will be watched, and their activity documented in government files.

C. Employee Misuse

In many other cities, government employees have misused surveillance cameras. Male camera operators have ogled female civilians. Other operators have wrongfully disclosed sensitive images. A statistical study in England found a racially disparate impact in whom camera operators were choosing for closer scrutiny. Unfortunately, the City of Chicago has declined to disclose whether any of its employees have been accused of abusing the camera system.

D. Opportunity Costs

The City of Chicago has declined to state the total cost of its camera network. However, publicly available information shows the expenditure of at least $60 million. Meanwhile, funding cuts have forced a sharp reduction in the number of Chicago police officers on the streets. In a department with an authorized force of 13,500 officers, there are more than 1,000 vacancies, not including the 1,000 officers out on leave. Chicago also has reduced its spending on community policing. Yet beat officers and community trust often will be far more effective than cameras at deterring, investigating, and prosecuting crime. Thus, every new camera comes with an opportunity cost.

In response to the ACLU’s camera report, the City stated that federal grants paid for cameras, and that those grants could not be used to pay for officers. No doubt, the federal government has spent tens of millions of dollars on Chicago’s camera network. But the City has never asserted that no City funds have been used to purchase any cameras. Moreover, after purchase, the City must pay out-of-pocket for many camera-
related costs, including installation, maintenance, and monitoring. Public discussion of the costs and benefits of Chicago’s camera system would be greatly advanced by the City’s disclosure of the total amount of City funds spent to date on all aspects of the cameras – but this has not happened. Finally, the people of Chicago pay federal as well as city taxes, and they are entitled to rational use of federal funds. In 1994, President Clinton’s anti-crime bill paid for 100,000 new local police officers. Today, the federal government should not be issuing grants that can pay for cameras but not officers.

IV. DO CAMERAS MAKE US SAFER?

¶33 Whether or not Chicago’s surveillance camera system makes us safer, the City should adopt the critical privacy protections discussed below (see infra Part V) to solve the grave civil liberties problems discussed above (see supra Part III). These privacy protections would have no effect on the camera system’s ability to fight crime. Even if they did, unregulated law enforcement techniques like the ones here extract too high a civil liberties price, even if they provide some measure of safety.

¶34 In any event, there is no compelling evidence that Chicago’s surveillance camera system significantly contributes to deterring crime, or to arresting or prosecuting wrongdoers.

¶35 First, numerous studies by independent scholars have concluded that video surveillance cameras do not reduce violent crime, and only in limited circumstances reduce property crime (such as in parking garages). These include a University of Southern California study of cameras in Los Angeles in 2008, a University of California at Berkeley study of cameras in San Francisco in 2009, and dozens of other studies of cameras in the United States and England.42

¶36 In September 2011, the Urban Institute published a study finding that Chicago’s cameras reduced crime in the Humboldt Park neighborhood, but not in the West Garfield Park neighborhood.43 This study does not control for the substantial gentrification in Humboldt Park during the study period (2001 through 2006).44 Nor does this study control for other police initiatives; yet the Chicago police department mandates new police enforcement initiatives in the immediate vicinity of new cameras.45 Thus, it

---

42 ACLU camera report, supra note 2, at 19.
45 Specifically, the CPD’s “POD placement request” form instructs: “list all other resources you are going to use to ensure that the 330 foot area covered by the POD will resolve the specific problem/crime.” It then provides a checklist of such resources, including “directed missions,” and community policing programs. Likewise, the CPD’s “POD camera information” form requires a statement of “what additional city/police resources will be used to ensure crime reduction after POD camera removal.” See “POD
remains unclear whether it was the cameras or other factors that reduced crime in Humboldt Park.

¶37 Second, Chicago’s cameras have contributed to a very small fraction of all arrests. The City asserts that its camera network led to 4,500 arrests in the 4½ years from 2006 through May 2010. But this is less than 1% of the 646,255 police arrests in just the three years from 2006 through 2008.46

¶38 Third, Chicago’s cameras have not been valuable to prosecutors in securing convictions:

Sally Daly, a spokeswoman for Cook County State’s Attorney Anita Alvarez, said footage from the surveillance cameras is regularly reviewed in criminal investigations. “When it comes to blue light cams, they almost never capture the crimes that we review,” Daly said. “No one I spoke to here can recall a case where we utilized these cameras to gain a conviction.”47

Likewise, according to the Urban Institute study: “Both investigators and prosecutors lamented the fact that video quality is often poor, rendering the identification of suspects and witnesses difficult and making a less than persuasive case in trials.”48

V. THE ACLU’S PROPOSED CAMERA REGULATIONS

¶39 The City of Chicago should enter a moratorium on installation of new cameras, pending a thorough and open review of its entire camera system, including inquiry into whether to remove any cameras. The City also should adopt new safeguards for its camera system. These safeguards will address the civil liberties problems discussed above, without diminishing the camera’s effectiveness. These safeguards have been adopted in other big American cities, and are contained in Model Legislation endorsed by former FBI Director William S. Sessions.49 These safeguards also were endorsed in a Chicago Sun-Times editorial.50

A. Automatic Tracking of Cars

¶40 Chicago’s camera network can automatically track cars. The ACLU is not aware of any Chicago police or OEMC rules that specifically limit this power, and the City disclosed none in response to either the ACLU’s FOIA request or the ACLU’s camera report. Automatic vehicular tracking goes far beyond the powers of ordinary human

---

46 ACLU camera report, supra note 2, 20 & n.105.
48 Urban Institute camera study, supra note 43, at p. 72.
observation, and is highly invasive of privacy. Pittsburgh requires probable cause for automatic tracking, and the Model Legislation recommends that approach. Notably, the U.S. Supreme Court in *Jones* recently held that certain GPS tracking of cars is a search that triggers Fourth Amendment protections. Automatic tracking of cars by Chicago’s surveillance camera network is at least as invasive of privacy as the GPS tracking in *Jones*.

 Accordingly, the City of Chicago should require probable cause either of criminal activity or of a threat to public safety, before using the camera system to automatically track a particular car.

### B. Zooming and Aiming the Cameras

Most Chicago surveillance cameras give operators the power to aim the cameras at particular members of the public, and to zoom in to see small objects at great distances. This power goes far beyond ordinary human powers of observation. Moreover, it carries the inherent danger of abuse, as illustrated by the experience in other cities. Yet the current Chicago police department policy allows aiming and zooming at civilians, including those engaged in First Amendment activity, based on a mere “proper law enforcement purpose.” This standard is too nebulous to guide officer discretion, or to provide a meaningful framework for later review. Accordingly, Pittsburgh requires reasonable suspicion for zooming, and the Model Legislation recommends that approach. Similarly, the District of Columbia and Salt Lake City require reasonable suspicion to zoom or aim at First Amendment activity.

 Accordingly, the City of Chicago should require reasonable suspicion either of criminal activity or of a threat to public safety, before a camera operator (1) zooms in on any person or their possessions, or (2) aims at or zooms in on any activity protected by the First Amendment.

### C. Storing and Disclosing Images

The City of Chicago’s camera system has, or easily could be adjusted to have, the technological capacity to indefinitely retain for lengthy periods of time a virtually unlimited quantity of captured images of persons going about their business in public places. These images document sensitive information about us, including who we are with, and where we have been (such as a psychiatrist’s office or a political demonstration). There is an inherent danger of accidental or wrongful disclosure of these sensitive images, as has occurred in other cities.

 The current Chicago police department policy creates a presumption that camera images will be destroyed after 3 or 15 days (depending upon whether the camera was wireless), subject to retrieval requests by department personnel. Unfortunately, this policy allows retention of camera images for lengthier periods in the absence of any criminal predicate. Moreover, while a separate Chicago police department policy forbids

---

51 *ACLU camera report, supra* note 2, at 22-23.
52 *ACLU camera report, supra* note 2, at 21-22.
53 CPD Department Special Order S02-04-01 (eff. Feb. 23, 2012) at Part III.
“unauthorized . . . retention . . . or distribution” of camera images,\textsuperscript{54} that policy does not limit when department personnel may authorize such retention and distribution. Further, the OEMC apparently has no current policy limiting retention or distribution.

¶46 New York City, Pittsburg, and San Francisco have adopted restraints on disclosing images. Likewise, the Model Legislation suggests a reasonable suspicion standard for retaining camera images, and restraints on disclosing images.\textsuperscript{55}

¶47 Accordingly, the City of Chicago should bar retention of camera images beyond a short period of time (such as 7 days), unless a supervisor determines that (a) there is reasonable suspicion that the images in question contain evidence of criminal activity, or (b) the images are relevant to an ongoing investigation or pending criminal trial.

¶48 Likewise, the City should bar dissemination of camera images to third parties, except that a supervisor can disseminate images:

1) To another governmental agency, if (a) there is reasonable suspicion that the images in question contain evidence of criminal activity, or (b) the images are relevant to an ongoing investigation or pending criminal trial.

2) To a criminal defendant, if the images in question are related to the pending charges.

\textit{D. Other Safeguards}

¶49 First, the City of Chicago should conduct an annual audit of its camera system, to identify and evaluate: (1) the effectiveness of the cameras at reducing crime; (2) the impact of the cameras on privacy and other liberties; and (3) any misuse of the cameras, and the corrective action. The audits should be publicly disclosed, including all electronic statistical data used to evaluate camera effectiveness. Such audits would advance a healthy public dialogue regarding the cameras. New York and the District of Columbia require periodic audits of camera effectiveness and/or policy compliance, and provide public access to information in the audits. The Model Legislation recommends such audits.\textsuperscript{56}

¶50 Second, the City should provide public notice and an opportunity to be heard prior to the installation of new cameras. Residents should have an opportunity to comment regarding the future level of surveillance in their own neighborhoods. Such notice is required in Denver, San Francisco, and the District of Columbia, and recommended by the Model Legislation.\textsuperscript{57}

¶51 Third, the City should disclose the location of all cameras linked to its camera network. While the Chicago police discloses this information, many other City agencies do not. People should be able to protect their privacy by refraining from activities they do not want other people to watch while in the vicinity of a camera. Such disclosure is required in Denver, New York City, Pittsburgh, and San Francisco, and it is recommended by the Model Legislation.\textsuperscript{58}

\textsuperscript{54} CPD Department General Order G03-05 (eff. Feb. 22, 2012) at Part II(B)(1).
\textsuperscript{55} ACLU camera report, supra note 2, at 23-24.
\textsuperscript{56} Id. at 24-25.
\textsuperscript{57} Id. at 25-26.
\textsuperscript{58} Id.
Fourth, the City should adopt a rule providing that all private cameras linked into the City’s network are subject to all the rules herein, and all other privacy safeguards. The City’s contracts regarding access to private cameras do not contain such guarantees. Pittsburgh and the District of Columbia have adopted this rule, and the Model Legislation recommends it.\[59\]

VI. CHICAGO’S TRAFFIC CAMERAS

Separate from the law enforcement and public safety surveillance cameras discussed throughout this report, the City of Chicago has installed an extensive system of traffic enforcement cameras to detect those who run red lights.\[60\] The City plans in the near future to expand this system to document and punish driving too fast in the vicinity of schools and parks.\[61\] There is ongoing debate regarding whether such traffic enforcement cameras decrease traffic accidents.\[62\]

Properly regulated, typical traffic cameras raise fewer civil liberties concerns than typical law enforcement cameras. The former are automatic, and only capture traffic violations. The latter are manual (allowing human misuse), and can capture an infinite variety of images. Nonetheless, unregulated traffic cameras might invade our privacy. For example, such cameras systems might be programmed to record the license plates of all passing cars, and to retain this information for years, allowing for subsequent analysis of where particular people spend their time, or which people visit particular places. That’s how the automatic license plate readers work in the District of Columbia, as discussed above.

In response to the ACLU’s camera report, the City of Chicago disclosed the following privacy rules regarding its traffic cameras:

1) The cameras only take pictures of the rear of the vehicle, including its plate.
2) The pictures are only used to issue red light citations.
3) All intersections with red light cameras are clearly marked with signs, and listed on the City’s website.
4) All images of non-violations are erased after 3 days, and all violation images are erased after two years.\[63\]

These traffic camera rules are a good start. The City should also prohibit its traffic cameras from taking pictures in the absence of a traffic violation. Moreover, the City

\[59\] Id. at 26-27.
\[61\] Kristen Mack, Emanuel speed camera ticket measure approved, CHI. TRIB. (Apr. 18, 2012).
\[63\] See Chicago camera response, supra note 22.
should require the destruction of such images upon completion of the enforcement of a traffic infraction. These protections are required by a State of Washington statute.  

VII. CONCLUSION

¶57 In 1984, George Orwell imagined a dystopia where an all-powerful government used surveillance cameras and similar tools to scrutinize and dominate a submissive populace. We are not living in that world. But Chicago’s current surveillance camera system—vast, integrated, and powerful—is a significant and troubling step towards a world where “Big Brother is watching you.” The time is now to adopt the necessary privacy safeguards to help ensure that our national values thrive during the ongoing technological revolution.

64 WASH. REV. CODE §§ 46.63.170(1)(d), (g), & (h).